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50,000+ visitors annually (12,000 of  which are one-hour long guided group tours)
5,000 square feet of  exhibits and 120,000+ objects in the permanent collection

Open over 300 days a year and admission is free!
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There are only 4 permanent staff, we all do lots of things, and there are lots of things that the UW asks us for (to justify our existence)



Public Exhibits and Outreach
• Visitation (per month, per year, from where)

50,000 per year, from all 50 states
• Increases in attendance from year to year 

(e.g. our attendance increased 15% from 2008 to 2009, and another 14% from 
2009 to 2010)

• Tour program attendance
• Outreach programs – reach, demographics, impact
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One of these should be the Trilobite corn maze – get it when you get to the hotel and have wifi



Collections – for Teaching and Research
• Collection size – and the surface area it takes up

(over 120,000 collections objects; 14,125 square feet)
• Collections digitization progress

(13,466; 11.2% digitized and imaged)
• # of  Loans and # of  Visits
• New Accessions
• Publications based on collections objects
• New species (fossil and mineral) / # of  types

$297,445 for digitization and 
creation of  a portal for 

searching campus natural 
history collections
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UW2020 portal WILL have metrics, using “Statistics” through Symbiota -> taxonomic and geographic, # of specimens georeferenced



Training Facility and Research Center
• Courses taught during previous 2 calendar years
• Publications during the past year and previous two years 
• Oral presentations and other outreach involvement 
• Grants, PI and Co-I
• Student workers, volunteers, internships



How do we measure 
the “impact” of  
these efforts?

…good question!



High Impact Practices – What Are They?

•Active learning practices that promote deep 
learning by promoting student engagement as 
measured by the National Survey on Student 
Engagement (NSSE)

George Kuh, 2008. High-Impact Educational Practices. 
Association of  American Colleges and Universities. ISBN 978-0-9796181-4-7



High Impact Educational Practices – What Are They?
Learning experiences that include:

• First Year Seminars / Interest Groups
• Common Intellectual Experiences / Core curriculum 
• Learning Communities
• Writing Intensive Courses
• Collaborative Assignments and Projects
• Undergraduate Research ***
• Diversity/Global Learning
• Service Learning, Community-Based Learning ***
• Internships ***
• Capstone Courses and Projects ***

How can we demonstrate the impact of  our museum/collection?



We Are Asked (by the College) to “Measure”
• Any new teaching / learning / training innovations
• Career development and internship collaborations
• Impact from service work or independent projects
• Undergraduate participation in research or grant-funded projects
• Field work / community-based learning / collaborative 

assignments/projects
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There are things that we’re already asked (by the college) to measure in some fashion



How We (Try To) Count Impact
• Number of  student hours? What if  we represent this in FTE?

e.g. This year we have logged over 2500 people hours in the lab and over 
1500 hours in collections - that is more than 2.0 FTE positions!
• Track students who go on to enroll in related programs or employment
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How We (Try To) Count Impact
• Uses of  the collection that engage atypical partners (and their students)
• On-campus use of  the collections and exhibit area

e.g. Each semester courses from seven departments (Anthropology, Art, 
Integrative Biology, Computer Science, Geography, Geoscience, and 
History of  Science) hold a week’s worth of  lab and discussion sections in 
the museum – meaning 5% of  the undergraduate student body visits our 
museum each term.

Katz Laboratory of Applied Physics PUPA Gilbert Research Lab (Physics)
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5% of the undergraduate student populationHyperspectral camera – conesMicrostructure in mega-biters



Takeaways from trying to enumerate high impact
• Time consuming and difficult to automate (my email outbox and our social media 

accounts are helpful!)
• Good to keep data/statistics throughout the year
• Useful to get creative, you never know what will resonate with an administrator
• Count the things you already do – you are most likely already utilizing ‘high impact’ 

activities in your work
• Who are stakeholders? Can be used for many different end users!

(Board members, College administrators, Potential donors, etc.)
• Increased support facilitates MORE DIGITIZATION! (and other museum work)

Sarah Stanke MFA show, “Cache”



What are other interesting ways to measure 
the impact of  the work we already do? 

Or efficient ways to create new impactful 
opportunities?



When at all possible, have an awesome team.
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